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Abstract—We describe ten common misconceptions about the minimalist approach to documentation design. For each, we analyze how the misconception arises from plausible interpretations of minimalist principles and heuristics. We then clarify how each misconception deviates from minimalism, as we understand it. Analysis and discussion of creative elaborations of minimalism—including “misconceptions”—can promote a sharper concept of what minimalism is.

The minimalist approach to designing instruction and documentation relies on task orientation to produce more effective learning and performance outcomes more rapidly. It emerged through the course of the last decade as a broad attempt to bring theory, empirical research, and practical design experience to bear on design practice. Accordingly, it is at once a body of psychological theory, a body of empirical research, and a body of design practice and discourse. The approach has attracted attention from a diverse group of researchers and practitioners with a variety of interests and disciplinary backgrounds. Not surprisingly, this has created an expansive and sometimes confusing literature pertaining to minimalism.

In this paper, we try to provide focus for the continuing discussion on minimalism by critiquing aspects of the extant literature. To begin, we acknowledge that what we will call “misconceptions” are in every case understandable as legitimate interpretations of minimalism. Frequently, they are simplifications of what we intend by minimalism, useful in particular cases. We applaud the initiative and creativity of our colleagues in helping to explore and develop the concept of minimalism. Nevertheless, it is important also to occasionally rein in the concept, question the simplifications, call attention to inconsistencies and contradictions. Our hope is that this effort will cause more, not less debate, research, and practical development of minimalism.

The central principle in minimalism is task orientation. But many other principles play a role in this design approach either because they support task orientation or because they follow from it [1]. One could hardly expect otherwise of a broad design philosophy. However, this architecture can be problematic: there is a temptation to see minimalism as constituted entirely of one or another of its constituent principles.

1. Minimalism means brevity.
2. Minimalism means incomplete instructional analyses.
4. Minimalism does not support people who learn by reading.
5. Minimalism overemphasizes errors.
6. Minimalism is just another word for job aids.
7. Minimalism works only for simple domains.
8. Minimalism merely reflects the preconceptions of users.
9. Minimalism offers a complete documentation solution.
10. Minimalism has no theoretical foundation.

For example, it is not uncommon to see minimalism glossed as “cut text.” Brevity is a key element of minimalism, but only because it can facilitate task-oriented activity and learner-initiated reasoning, not as a self-sufficient end in itself. Wantonly slashing text and leaving other design characteristics unchanged will not lead to a minimalist design. It is easy to see the attractions of this misconception: random slashing is an inexpensive design transformation; if it really did produce better instruction and documentation, it would be the mother of all panaceas.

The first group of misconceptions we will discuss has this character: minimalism means the designer does not have to produce a complete design; minimalism means that all learning is learning by trial and error; minimalism means preventing learners from making errors; minimalism means that job aids can be employed as instructional manuals (see Fig. 1). They each exaggerate a single aspect of minimalism, often taking it more simply and more extremely than we intended. Unfortunately, these misconceptions are subsequently sometimes attributed to minimalism tout court (that is, instead of to a simplified and exaggerated caricature of minimalism). In essence, we will argue that a general view of minimalism cannot be reduced to any of these simplifications, that the effectiveness of the minimalist approach hinges on taking a more comprehensive, articulated, and artful approach to the design of information.

A second group of misconceptions devolves from the first group. These pertain more to the meta-strategy of minimalism than to its technical content. For example, because the original examples of minimalist documentation were developed in relatively simple application domains, people sometimes conclude that the approach is suitable only for such simple domains. Another example is that because the leading idea of minimalism is to build on the learner’s task-oriented motivation and reasoning, a critical requirement of minimalism is to fit the pre-theoretical expectations of users. Because minimalism describes an expansive program for the design
of documentation and training, people sometimes conclude that the intent of minimalism is to offer a comprehensive design model for all documentation. Because minimalism is a design philosophy, often conveyed or illustrated by sets of design heuristics (e.g., [2]), people sometimes conclude that minimalism comprises only heuristics without a systematic foundation in science.

The most serious consequence of these assorted misconceptions is that they may confuse or deter prospective researchers and practitioners. It is important therefore to consider how the misconceptions arise and to try to clarify them with more sound conceptions. This, in turn, can improve the relevance and substantiveness of subsequent discussions. In the balance of this paper we will consider the ten misconceptions enumerated in Fig. 1. We take them up in the order indicated.

1. MINIMALISM MEANS BREVITY

Brevity is clearly implied by the term “minimalism.” And brevity has always been a part of the minimalist approach to instruction and documentation. However, it has never been the totality of the approach. In some presentations, it is explicitly enumerated as one of several principles that work together to produce minimalist designs [2], [3]. In some presentations, it is identified as a derivative property of minimalist designs, caused by other, more central principles [1].

Nevertheless, it is typical to see mere brevity taken as the central thrust of minimalism. There are several apparent reasons for this. First, simplifying things in this way makes minimalism easier for commentators to explain and discuss. But it also yields a caricature of minimalism. For example, Hallgren [4] complains that Carroll, in his book The Nurnberg Funnel, “feels the need to make lengthy explanations to fellow practitioners on reducing their writing to the essentials” (p. 16). The irony in this appraisal seems witty, but in fact The Nurnberg Funnel is one presentation of minimalism that explicitly treats brevity as a derived property. The “lengthy explanations” Hallgren apparently did not view as worthy of analysis are in fact the principles of minimalism from which brevity derives.

A second possible reason for this misconception originates in the politics of the development process. There is still a substantial tendency for development managers to see instruction and documentation as a kind of tax on their budgets. Many of these managers may not care a whit about producing more effective training and documents; they just want to think less about supporting users, and spend less of their resources on it. They may wish to believe that designing and publishing fewer pages and panels will cost less. But this reasoning rests on serious fallacy. Minimalist design in documentation, as in architecture or music, requires identifying the core structures and content. It hinges on being able to make good decisions on what to do, say, or show, and on what not to include. This typically requires more skilled (expensive) developers and greater development effort.

The standard, systematic approach of responding to new design requirements with functions, new conditions, and new pages/panels of documentation will not lead to minimalist results, but neither will the approach of slashing or simplifying. Developers must create genuine and intellectually engaging instructional opportunities for users. They must include just the right amount of information, not too much or too little. This typically involves more development effort, particularly when it is first adopted by a given designer or by an organization. It typically costs more, not less, as writers and developers need to reconsider some of most basic strategies and assumptions that guide their work [1], [5], [6].

Minimalism can be cost-effective for managers, but not because it makes documentation insignificant or inexpensive. Its focus on responding creatively to actual users and actual tasks entails a development process in which prototype documents are continually redesigned and tested. Feedback from users and their work-contexts pervades the process. A current-best prototype is always available to give managers a concrete status summary, enabling more fruitful discussions. The key savings in effort are to the user, not to the developer: minimalism significantly reduces training time while supporting better user performance. Experiments have shown reductions of between 25% and 40% training time [7]–[9].

2. MINIMALISM MEANS INCOMPLETE INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSES

A key technique in minimalist documents is the use of incomplete descriptions and instructions. As in the case of brevity, this technique has always been presented as part of a more comprehensive set of techniques, not as a one-line design philosophy unto itself. And, also as in the case of brevity, this technique should be seen as the consequence of deeper principles: incomplete descriptions and instructions can pose problems to the learner, can suggest goals and activities, and can guide self-initiated investigation and discovery.

However, incompleteness has sometimes been misconceived by commentators and managers. The general misconception is that incomplete documentation is obtained through incomplete analyses. Of course, completeness is always a matter of degree: no document can be a complete description of a product or procedure. Writers and information developers always must find a balance in the detail they present. Creating effective but deliberately incomplete documentation requires some sort of theory of user inference. This is not a simple matter [10]. It hinges upon making just the right assumption about the prior knowledge and skills of the intended audience.

Fig. 2 presents an example of an instructional procedure for starting up a program [11], [12]. The procedure that users must follow involves changing the current directory, selecting a program, and completing a login/password dialog. Three steps are presented at a fairly high level of precision with respect to the task-element of making or changing the current directory, but the steps provide absolutely no guidance or even information about the login/password dialog or menu navigation actions that are also required in the situation.

This approach would be appropriate for users who were quite familiar with the login/password dialog and menu navigation elements but who did not know how to change the current directory. While it is possible that people like this could exist, it is unlikely: all three of these elements are
Chapter 1: How to start the program

You can start the program as follows:
1. After the 'C:N type: edhours
2. Press: Enter
3. Choose: 'sawmenu'
The main menu now appears on the screen.

Fig. 2. An example of incomplete instructions from a manual developed by Glasbeek [11].

Basic skills. In fact, two of five subjects tested in this study experienced considerable difficulties with the omitted topic of menu navigation. This kind of incompleteness is not guided by any theory or analysis of what the user knows or can infer. At best, it can convey an impression of sloppiness; at worst, it can leave users bewildered.

The attractiveness of this simplification of minimalism is analogous to the case of brevity. If documents could be made more incomplete by random omission of steps and conditions, and indeed thereby become more effective to users, it would be possible to realize huge savings in development and production costs. However, as the example in Fig. 2 shows, incomplete analyses of user knowledge, skills, and needs lead to poor documents, whether they are more or less complete.

As in the case of brevity, designing effective, incomplete instruction and documentation requires more, not less analysis. Determining what can be left out of a document involves analysis of users' prior knowledge and skills, task and needs analysis, and an empirical identification of likely hot-spots. Draper and Oatley [13] draw the critical distinction:

An instruction to “open the header and add a phrase” need not be expanded into “go to the Format menu, execute the Open Header command, click in the new window and type a phrase, close the window” if users can be relied on to search the menus for commands they do not know. . . . Such instructions are not designed by thoughtless omission, however. If users do not already know about opening headers, it is important that the phrase used (“open the header”) be a close match to the command name they must search the menus for, or the search will be poorly constrained. (p. 228).

To implement the minimalist approach reliably it is necessary to carefully assess user knowledge and skill against the tasks users will be carrying out. We have found that a good approach to this is scenario analysis: creating and walking through scenarios of use, often in collaboration with real users [14]. In some cases, it may be useful to carry out structured task analyses or information processing analyses [8], [15], [16].

A particular focus of such scenario analyses must be potential sites of user error. Research consistently indicates that error-free performances of users are the exception rather than the rule [7], [17]–[23]. No matter how hard writers try, users are prone to make errors. Locating the hot spots in the program and manual is therefore a crucial part in the pre-writing analyses in a minimalist approach. Likewise, we believe that writers should, at this stage, examine the best ways for dealing with the problems of users [1], [2], [23].

The problems users may have with the program and the manual are often found by logical analyses as well as by testing with the intended audience. After finding a problem, the writer must decide whether it should lead to changes in the program, to changes in the manual, or to the addition of error information [23]. Unfortunately, most task-analytic procedures ignore breakdowns or mistakes; “what if” scenarios are hardly ever analyzed. Such “what if” scenarios are an essential part of an instructional analysis in a minimalist approach.

People do not learn everything in one pass. Just as it can be wise to employ “progressive disclosure” in the number of menu options presented on screen to novice users, it can be wise to use fading as a way to gradually decrease the support for users. For example, when designing for an audience of adults with no computer knowledge, even simple tasks such as choosing from a menu may best be taught by gradually decreasing the support users are given. While this is not inconsistent with an approach in which every chapter can be worked through independently from other chapters, it surely is much more difficult to take this notion into account in designing a modular approach that works well for the user.

For instance, in an early version of our minimal manual for WordPerfect we asked users merely to achieve a given goal if the procedure for that goal had been presented in an earlier chapter. Testing revealed that this assumed too much learning, leading to mistakes and look backs by some of the users. We therefore decided to fade the information more gradually, adding reminders, but making successive reminders less complete (see Fig. 3). These later manuals were more successful in terms of reducing the number of mistakes and look backs.

Testing keeps one in touch with reality. As people become more and more experienced computer users, they can forget the difficulties they had as a novice. For example, Hayes (reported in [24]) showed that the more knowledge of a topic writers have, the poorer their predictions of difficulties for users.

3. Minimalism means trial-and-error learning

Discovery learning is clearly a key element in the theoretical foundation of the minimalist design philosophy. Minimalism
assumes that learners should be active, that they should work on real or realistic tasks as they learn. Part of the reasoning for this is that real and realistic tasks are highly motivating [25]. Engaging in genuine activities during learning also better supports transfer to real situations by bringing the learning situations and transfer situations into closer correspondence [26]. In addition, solving real problems helps students become independent learners [27], [28].

It is, however, easy to confuse discovery learning with learning by trial and error [29]–[31]. As Williams and Farkas [32] put it, “we believe that the stated minimalist goal of enabling the learner to accomplish real work while learning a program is often thwarted by the act of compelling that learner to induce, *through trial and error*, the correct procedures needed to accomplish that work” (p. 41, emphasis added).

The confusion hinges on taking systematic (i.e., rote) curricula and trial-and-error as exhaustive possibilities, which they are not. Discovery learning is not equivalent to the absence of all curriculum and support; rather, it entails fundamentally different kinds of curriculum and support than passive and rote-structure approaches. This distinction has always been drawn in minimalism (see [1, pp. 104–110], describing research from 1981 contrasting guided exploration with learning by unguided immersion in a problem situation), but perhaps not clearly enough.

Effective discovery learning must be carefully supported: learners must have enough knowledge to form appropriate goals, pursue relevant activities, and draw correct conclusions. Implementing this requires knowledge analysis of what learners can be expected to do at various points throughout a discovery learning curriculum. Learners must be enabled to learn from mistakes and simultaneously be protected from distracting errors and confusions. Opportunities to discover must retain the motivating aspects of real tasks but also be tractable for learners.

A technique for ensuring that learners have the prerequisite knowledge to benefit from exploration, that they will want to explore, and that they will have a fair chance of success is to place invitations for exploration immediately after practice on a related task. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The “on your own” section in Fig. 4 does not merely ask students to explore. It cues them to consider what other goals they might want to pursue in relation to searching a text. The suggested goals for exploration are related conceptually and procedurally to the operations practiced in that context. This proximity helps to create what Bruner [28] called the “well-prepared mind”; the student has just been thinking about forward search, and thus is prepared to discover backward search. And the exploration is quite tractable: in this case, searching backward requires only two slightly different actions (i.e., position the cursor at another place, and select another option from the Search menu).

Our research indicates that preparing and cueing exploration strongly encourages learners to explore. For example, in one study, we found that such cues induced 81% more exploratory episodes than occurred with a control manual [34]. In another study, we found that 74% of all invitations to explore in a minimal manual for WordPerfect did lead to explorations by the users. In contrast, the invitations to explore in a control (i.e., conventional) manual were significantly less tempting. Only 41% of all invitations were followed by explorations [35].

How much cueing is appropriate for effective exploration depends on the knowledge and skill of the learners. For some audiences, fewer cues may suffice, and more extensive (i.e., deeper) examinations into the menu options (e.g., “search and replace”) may be possible and challenging. The manual presented in Fig. 4 was intended for an adult vocational audience with no prior computer experience. Therefore, it has a fair degree of cueing in the “on your own” section.

The role of errors in learning is not ignored in conventional instructions and documentation but it is given too low a priority [36]. Errors play a distinctive and central role in approaches that incorporate discovery learning. Discovery learning tends to view error as a natural event in inquiry, a kind of event that should be put to use. Accordingly, a substantial amount of attention is directed at supporting the recognition and diagnosis of errors. At the same time it is also acknowledged that instructional environments must also
protect learners from making choices or performing actions that can severely disrupt task flow. One of the ways to create a fairly safe environment for exploration is to use a training wheels technology in which errors are identified to the user but their consequences are blocked [37]. This preserves the original system state and makes it easy for the learner to continue.

There are various ways to retain the motivating aspects of real tasks while reducing the complexity of reality. A prominent technique is to use sample files that enable users to create or revise a complete product without burdening them with all of the tasks that usually need to be performed for such a product. For example, users may be offered templates that help create a fully formatted text but that do not rely on having to specify all the codes for headings, letter types, margins, and so on. Another way of helping users cope with a complex and real task is to offer various information sources in the environment. For example, to assist Smalltalk programmers with a debugging task, we have combined passive help with a Commentator explaining the specific expressions used by the programmer, a Goal Poster offering a best guess analysis of the programmer’s on-going activity, and a Guru providing strategic critique of the programmer’s solution.

4. MINIMALISM DOES NOT SUPPORT PEOPLE WHO LEARN BY READING

Minimalism finds it important to value and support the reading strategies that people spontaneously apply. At the same time we also believe in Wright’s [38] adage that “quality writing provokes quality reading.” In other words, we try to find the right balance between accommodating to the users’ reading strategies and using principles and techniques of good instructional design to evoke action-oriented reading.

The pervasive emphasis on learner activity in minimalism has led some to question whether minimalism is intended to serve learners who wish to read, or whether it can serve them. This is a more complex issue than it first appears; it involves several misconceptions about learners, about minimalism, and about alternatives to minimalism.

First, it is by no means clear that there are people who can learn skills merely by reading about them, without any active practice or performance of those skills or their components. Those who criticize minimalism for emphasizing learning activity, and thereby failing to support those who learn by reading, have not always been clear about what they take “learning by reading” to mean [12], [39]. They have not produced any compelling reasons or evidence to believe that skills can be learned by reading alone. They imply that minimalism emphasizes learning activity too much but have not been specific as to how much is enough.

Many reader-oriented alternatives to minimalism incorporate strong assumptions about reading. One of the assumptions is that users do as requested by the experimenter. Another is that users read everything before doing anything. These assumptions lead to certain design principles that writers should be very cautious in following when designing a manual whose usage is not artificially constrained. In our experience, even learners who declare that they are the type of person who reads everything before trying to do anything, quickly and spontaneously begin interacting with the system as they read [40]. By way of illustration, we discuss the important studies of Charney, Reder, and Kusbit [41], and of Sweller and Chandler [42].

Sweller and Chandler [42] argue that some programs are hard to learn because they require the user to integrate information from different sources (e.g., manual, keyboard, and screen). The training materials they designed to support such integration were found to be superior to the ones that did not support these. We agree with the need to support integrative (in our term, coordinative) activities [3]. However, Sweller and Chandler were interested in learning by reading, and so the subjects were required to study the entire manual before they were permitted to practice with the system. Our view is that this assumption about reading is a severe and quite unnatural constraint, and that this is reflected in the manual they designed and studied.

Fig. 5 displays a page from the Sweller and Chandler manual presenting linkages among cursor location information in the drawing area, the status area, and the keyboard of a CAD/CAM system. This information is presented in a strictly descriptive style without reference to user tasks or activities. As a result, it does not capture and support the dynamic relations that constitute coordinative information.

Charney et al. [41] suggest that it can be advantageous for people to engage in problem solving (rather than merely executing prescribed instructions) when learning about a new program, and their research supported that notion. We agree with the need to have users engage in problem-solving activities such as inferencing and with the emphasis on devising one’s own plan for achieving a task [1]. However, Charney et al. studied strictly sequential reading; they did not allow users to look backward or forward in the manual. Indeed, each piece of information appeared on its own separate page (see Fig. 6). This approach affords well-controlled laboratory experiments. However, its implications are unclear for circumstances in which manuals are designed, and not merely controlled, for situations in which people are free to use materials as they wish (see [10, p. 81]).

A main idea in the design of our manuals has been to encourage sequential processing and to support a random access approach as well. One of the ways to realize this is by carefully structuring the manual around user scenarios. We follow user scenarios for structuring the content of our manuals. Typically, these scenarios lead first to the presentation of a few key tasks that are expanded upon later on. For example, in our data processing manuals the core is formed by a “create—save—print” scenario. After having acquired these basic skills, users are presented a number of chapter that belong to a “revise” scenario (e.g., chapters on locating text in a document, on moving text within a document, and on changing the presentation of words and of a document as a whole). But we do not expect users to process the manual in linear fashion. Indeed, such reading is quite uncommon, in our studies about 1 of every 20 subjects reads everything in this order. As a rule, users frequently look back to earlier section
and chapters, peek at chapters and sections ahead, and redo chapters or tasks.

Our observations also reveal they do attend to most of the information presented in the minimal manual and that they process that information as intended. For example, 94% of all action steps were executed rather than read or skipped; 78% of learners checked the screen when prompted by coordinative information; 60% of learners who made an error used the error information in the manual to correct it.

When people are free to direct their own learning, motivation becomes a central issue. The first thing to do is to make a favorable initial impression. It is vitally important to avoid giving the manual a massive appearance [5], [43]. Once inside, the same impression must be sustained. This can be done by creating short chapters that take around thirty minutes to work through. Nothing motivates more than success (after effort). For this reason, we propose using real or realistic tasks as soon as possible, providing a safety net where needed, and varying direct instructions with built-in problem-solving activities that offer a conquerable challenge. Interestingly, a fair number of these minimalist principles and heuristics are also mentioned as design suggestions that positively affect motivational aspects such as attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. For example, Keller [25], [44] argues that real or realistic tasks are important for relevance and satisfaction, and that a safe trajectory of activities and challenging but conquerable tasks or problems are important for building confidence.

5. Minimalism Overemphasizes Errors

User errors are a major focus of minimalism. Most importantly, the mere fact that errors occur is acknowledged in minimalism. It is still quite typical for approaches to the design of instruction and documentation to ignore errors as a central phenomenon of using information, to implicitly assume that
Fig. 6. The full text from five consecutive pages of the problem-solving manual developed by Charney et al. [41].

errors do not occur [41, p. 324]. The facts go another way: error detection, diagnosis, and recovery consume somewhere between a quarter and half of the user's time ([19], [22], [23], [37], [45], and studies of Davis and Magers mentioned in [17]). Any realistic approach to instruction and documentation must focus substantial attention on errors. There are many tradeoffs and complexities; substantial design effort is always required. Recognizing and recovering from a particular error
might be a good pedagogical opportunity for the user. Another error might be a snakepit of side effects. Yet another might be pedagogically unproductive but difficult to block in the software. It might be best handled by a warning.

Some commentators have suggested that minimalism overemphasizes error and error support, making a fuss about something that “most of us would endorse as good, old-fashioned, common sense” [32, p. 41] and that “it is fairly common for manuals to anticipate users errors and to provide correctives for errors” [30, p. 186]. These assertions are wishful thinking. A recent survey on the presence and design of problem-solving information (i.e., error-information) in conventional manuals revealed that six of the eight manuals for a word processor failed to help users deal with a set of specific problems. In addition, an analysis of 60 conventional manuals in that same survey revealed that when there was problem-solving information, it was hard to find. For example, 33% of the tables of content and indexes in the manuals gave no references to problem-solving information, and 86% of the problem-solving information on the page was not marked in any way [36].

Other commentators have taken a single technique investigated in one or another minimalist project as a general approach to all error. For example, the training-wheels technique of blocking error consequences [37] has been criticized in this way [46], [47]. Errors are not homogeneous. Some errors immediately intrigue learners; they wonder what caused the error; they want to replicate it, to analyze it, to try variations. These are good candidates for which to encourage error diagnosis and recovery. Other errors, just as clearly, annoy users from the first keystroke to the final recovery. When the frustration experienced by a learner obstructs the possible insights, the error recovery can no longer be seen as productive.

On the one hand, minimalism seeks to capitalize on error. Errors raise questions to users; they prepare the mind to draw new insights. For example, our MoleHill tutor for Smalltalk incorporated a tool we called the Guru, which provided a critique of the student’s strategy, delivered immediately after the completion of a project [48]. The critique focused on errors of programming and design style. For more serious errors, we have employed more directive interventions: warnings, checkpointing, and explicit error-recovery suggestions. We do not advocate structured practice with error handling to address potential negative effects of error (e.g., demotivation, anxiety, stress, and points of no return; see [46], [47]. Our view is that such training excessively compromises the goal of being task oriented. Moreover, the error-information in a minimal manual sufficiently deals with the negative effects of error.

On the other hand, minimalism seeks to provide a safety net for errors that are difficult, distracting, and/or unilluminating to recover from. For example, the training-wheels interface intercepted and blocked user actions that would have led to serious error consequences. Instead of allowing the error to occur, the system displayed a message saying that the selected function was not available in the training-level system. Such a message conveys a lot. It confirms for the user that the selected command was indeed selected, while at the same time making it clear that the command was not executed by the system. Saying that the command is not available in the training-level system suggests that, in some other level of the system, the command will be available. Thus the user is encouraged to remember that function, to try it again later. But the user is spared the effort and potential complications of trying to recover from the error consequences that would have ensued if the command had been executed.

6. Minimalism is Just Another Word for Job Aids

Some authors have argued that the essence of minimalism is merely an expanded role for job aids. For example, Horn [39, p. 9] says, “In one respect Carroll appears to reinvent the wheel: the job aid” (see also [29], [49, p. 18]). Gong and Elkerton [8] characterize minimalism as producing documentation “whose organization, down to the lowest level procedural step, communicates purely procedural or ‘how-to-do-it’ information” (p. 102).

Clearly, there is something to these remarks. Minimalism aims to get users started quickly on real tasks. To a considerable extent, this involves conveying basic procedural information very succinctly. Conceptual information is included only when necessary for adequate understanding and execution of tasks: the achievement of meaningful tasks is the foundation for subsequent conceptual elaboration.

Some of this is true of job aids: job aids are succinct procedures. Typically, however, they are used for reference by people who, at an earlier point in time, have received instruction [50]. Thus they are not designed to convey a model of the system or of the task domain. From the standpoint of learning operations and tasks, job aids are often an arbitrary set of cards that belong together only because they are packaged together. They are not designed to provoke task-oriented reasoning on the part of the user, but merely to support execution of a set of steps. They are intended merely to help people “play back” a set of instructions; they do not address errors.

One of the earliest minimalist projects developed and studied in the minimalist approach was also the one most similar in design to job aids. Guided Exploration cards were an early exploration of the amount of information and structure required by secretaries learning to use word-processing equipment [34]. Each card briefly addressed a particular functional goal that could be understood on the basis of their prior knowledge of office tasks (see Fig. 7). The cards were deliberately incomplete, often providing only hints, so that users would stay focused on the task. Each card separately addressed one basic task goal without reference to material covered on other cards; the set of cards was delivered as an unbound deck. Finally, each card included specific checkpoint information (to help users detect and diagnose errors) and error-recovery information (to help them get back on track).

Another example of minimalist documentation that initially seems much like a job aid comes from Gong and Elkerton’s study [8]. Fig. 8 illustrates a page of their procedural manual.

These two examples also illustrate several key differences between minimalist materials and job aids with respect to the
type of support each provides to users. Guided Exploration cards only occasionally offer explicit prescriptions for procedures. Whenever possible, users are given instructions that are general enough to support user actions for related procedures or tasks. Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate this principle well. Users are not given exact prescriptions on what to do in typing or saving but are given enabling hints. Job aids, in contrast, succinctly present the step-by-step minutiae of procedures; as tools for learning and thinking, these are de-skilling characteristics, and not at all consistent with minimalism.

The Guided Exploration cards provide frequent feedback; each card includes at least one explicit coordinating anchor between the system state and the instructional material. This feedback conveys to users that they are on the right track; more broadly, it confirms the user’s current understanding and helps to build self-confidence. Providing feedback also helps users coordinate and switch attention among the screen, the manual, and the keyboard. Finally, feedback gives users a point of reference when they do make an error; it indicates a place from which they might have gone wrong.

The mere presence of error-information in the Guided Exploration cards does not distinguish them from job aids. Some job aids are designed especially for trouble-shooting. What sets the two apart, however, is that the Guided Exploration cards integrate corrective with constructive information. Regular (“constructive”) procedural instructions are accompanied by information about what to do if things go wrong. In most job aids, the support for constructive and corrective actions is hardly ever integrated. In contrast, minimalist instruction puts a high priority on putting the error-information where it is likely to be most helpful, which is in the immediate vicinity of error-prone actions [2].

By taxonomizing the procedures of a domain in terms of the basic task goals that users want to pursue, Guided Exploration cards convey a task-oriented model of the system and the domain of activity. Conveying such a conceptual framework is not an objective of job aids; it is sufficient for job aids to merely lay out the steps for various procedures. This focus on conveying goals and plans, and not just procedural steps, clearly differentiates all minimalist materials from job
7. MINIMALISM WORKS ONLY FOR SIMPLE DOMAINS

Minimalist instruction developed in relatively simple domains. Most of the early work addressed elementary word processing functions out of a practical convenience, and because this domain offered the chance for greater and more rapid practical impact. Some writers have mistakenly concluded from this that minimalism is intended only for simple domains, and that it can work only in such domains [4], [30], [39]. The reasoning seems to be that a simplified, action-oriented approach to elementary skills cannot in principle accommodate complex integrated system environments. In our opinion, there is no reason to believe that even the most intricate and complex domain cannot be conveyed through an action-oriented approach that focuses on core skills.

Some of the specific principles of minimalism too may have triggered the misconception. For example, the principle of getting started fast [1] could suggest that minimalism is applicable only to the earliest stages of learning. But in fact one can get started fast anywhere along a learning trajectory. And the minimalism claim is that this indeed is what learners prefer to do. Heuristics such as selecting or designing instructional activities that are real tasks, creating components of instruction that reflect the task structure, and providing closure of chapters support these action-oriented preferences [2]. Similarly, the minimalist principle of exploiting prior knowledge [1] could suggest that minimalism is applicable only to domains people are already familiar with. But in fact, adult learners always have relevant prior knowledge and cannot help but engage it when they try to learn. The issue is not whether there is prior knowledge, but helping the learners to identify what prior knowledge is relevant, and how. Misinterpreting the principles along these lines could lead to the conclusion that minimalism is suitable only for instruction in simple (and known) domains and only for instructing the first-time user.

One of our main motivations in undertaking the development of minimalist instruction for Smalltalk and object-oriented design was to challenge the “simple domain” misconception. Our user group in that work was professional programmers at IBM. These highly skilled individuals wanted to continue to develop their skills by learning the object paradigm. We developed special programming environments [51], [52], and a minimalist tutorial [53], [54]. This was an extensive and successful minimalist project, carried out in an extremely complex, technical domain.

Another signal of the applicability of minimalism to a variety of domains and applications comes from the reported studies in the literature. Minimalist instruction has been produced for word processing (Displaywriter, WordPerfect), computer-assisted design, desktop publishing (PageMaker, ViewPoint), a time-registration program, telephony (Hayes Fax-modem, Norstar), an occupational safety application, e-mail (UNIX and VM), programming (CNC and Smalltalk), Hypercard, and database programs (see [1], [2]). And this variety is growing rapidly; we are constantly tracking down new developments.
It is true that most minimalist work has concentrated on instructing first-time users, but this does not indicate an inherent problem in applying it to advanced training or reference documentation applications (e.g., as suggested in [39]). In fact, two of the earliest commercial applications of minimalism were in the area of reference documentation—for the Xerox Viewpoint Electronic Publishing system and the Norstar telephone system (both reported in [1]). In addition, in some of our recent projects we obtained promising outcomes of minimalist reference materials. We do agree, however, that much work yet needs to be done on finding out how minimalism can contribute better reference documentation.

8. Minimalism Merely Reflects the Preconceptions of Users

One of the key ideas of minimalism is to take advantage of the learner's task-oriented motivation and reasoning. People want to accomplish meaningful goals; they want to try things out, to learn by doing. This can be read as merely an injunction to satisfy every preference of the user. And indeed, there is a deep issue here about the appropriate role of the user in the design process [55]. Our intention is far narrower, however. Whether or not we take the design stance of satisfying every user preference, we should at least respect the integrity of the user's activity [2]. This is not a matter of giving the user 256 colors, animated graphics, and full-motion video. It is a matter of designing tools and information so that they do not obstruct the user's task-oriented goals. In this minimal sense, it is a matter of ensuring that a presumed tool is not antithetical to use.

This may seem obvious, but our early work showed that the dominant approaches to designing instructional material in fact did obstruct and impair task-oriented activity. One of the reasons that this situation persisted for quite some time is that people often think that what they are used to is also what is best. From previous schooling and experiences, most people are quite familiar with study books and so this is what they put up with. They (or managers) may simply voice social inertia, (e.g., “It worked in the past.” “It is too costly to change”). In addition, lacking comparative materials, they may also have been unaware of better alternatives.

Our efforts to improve the situation began by observing scores of users. We carefully documented how initially well-motivated users were successively defeated by repetitive exercises and expansive conceptual sections, ultimately wondering aloud what they were supposed to be doing or learning [40], [56], [57]. This suggested the need for improvement. To convince technical writers (and managers) of the possibilities for improvement, we then began to design minimalist instructions and conducted a number of comparative experiments. These studies clearly showed the superiority of minimalist instructions over conventional instructional materials (see [1], [2], [7], [58]). In addition, users often indicated their satisfaction with these materials.

In our user-centered approach it has, however, never been our chief intention to "merely" please learners. Users do not have to love the manual in order to learn from it. They have to accept it to the extent that they use it effectively; people's meta-knowledge about their own information needs is often flawed. Thus we have, over the years, encountered users who voice the desire for more complete manuals, but we have weighed this misfit between their desires with the results we have obtained for learning outcomes, namely, that they learned more than their peers who used more complete manuals.

At the same time, we have always found it necessary but difficult to create instructions that work best for the majority of users in a given situation and that simultaneously come closest to theoretically ideal instructions. This is a hard balancing act. For example, users often have different, or conflicting, opinions about the things they would like to see changed in instruction or information. One cannot design to suit user preferences in such cases, because one is pulled in opposing directions. So here theoretical arguments prevail. But while it may be theoretically ideal to have people read in advance, or solve problems before they engage in task executions [41], [42], this approach does not work for most users. So here practical considerations lead the way.

9. Minimalism Offers a Complete Documentation Solution

Minimalism offers a simple but expansive program for the design of documentation and training. From this, one could conclude that minimalism constitutes a comprehensive design model for all documentation, a complete documentation solution. For example, Farkas and Williams [30] consider the minimal manual (and other single training tools) to be offered as complete solutions. A major point of their discussion is to contend that these minimalist approaches are not complete solutions; they directly contrast them with what they call a "contemporary documentation set (CDS)—a tutorial, a user's guide, a quick-start manual.

The first point to make here is that there are potential downsides to having complete documentation solutions. People can get lost in the training and documentation options, as well as getting lost in any particular component. The positive effects of minimal manuals are telling in this respect.

In addition, we believe that a complete documentation solution requires an actively evolving solution, that it does not lie in a relatively stable and contemporary documentation set. Increased insights into the specific needs and deficiencies of users should prompt designers to create new solutions. For example, the contemporary documentation set has not been able to solve the problem of unused commands; users still typically use only a very small portion of the options of a program [59], [60]. Likewise, the set offers no solution for fixed but inefficient routines of users. For these (new) goals, new solutions are called for (e.g., some programs already offer advice to users about their inefficient routines).

Not only the goals of instruction are changing, the means of instruction are too. For example, the complete documentation solution of today is likely to be a mixture of paper and on-screen support. In our view, one of the most pertinent issues here is that of the interplay between the (software) product and the user support. We have directed some of our efforts
to this issue, such as with the creation of the Smalltalk Guru, Molehill’s intelligent tutoring system, and the training-wheels technology [1, 48], [61], [62]. But the topic is surely underanalyzed. For example, we have yet to see the first article outlining the main principles of the interplay between on-line help and paper support.

An altogether different reason that minimalism does not offer a complete documentation solution resembling the CDS of Farkas and Williams [30] is that it is an orientation toward design that does not aspire to provide a final cookbook. The relevant theory and practical experience about learning and using information that bear on the design of instruction and documentation are too vast and too diverse to be susceptible to cookbook treatment.

10. MINIMALISM HAS NO THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

Because the development of minimalism has been so firmly rooted in the world of design and design evaluation, some writers have come to see it as essentially consisting of rules-of-thumb, or to put it more grandly, as an “aesthetic” of documentation. They have accordingly complained that minimalism lacks a theoretical foundation, that even if it does work well, we will never know why [4, p. 12].

This is of more than merely “academic” interest: rules-of-thumb cannot support systematic, technical progress or refinement. Rules-of-thumb are grounded only vaguely and haphazardly in standards of practice. They are bound together only by being listed together. They do not support deductions or inferences. Basically, one takes them or leaves them. Thus if minimalism’s foundations could not be identified and explicated, it would not, in principle, be capable of providing a framework for developing new approaches to instruction and documentation.

Two characteristics of minimalism, or more specifically of presentations of minimalism, may have encouraged this misconception. First, statements of the core principles of minimalism have varied over the years (contrast [1]–[3]). This might have led some readers into worrying that the principles are somewhat arbitrary, and that they therefore do not have a sound foundation. This is entirely mistaken. The content of the principles has in fact changed very little over the years. The varied presentations of minimalism reflect our best guesses as to the most effective way to articulate the essential content of the approach. Beyond this, we have always resisted taking ourselves so seriously as to sanctify a minimalist litany: our interest has always been in developing and evaluating ideas and techniques, not in moulding particular words.

A second characteristic that may have encouraged the view that minimalism lacks theoretical foundations is that most developments and presentations of minimalism are strongly empirical. We do not find this problematic—the design of instruction and documentation is fundamentally empirical. Theoretical foundations are significant only if they have strong empirical content, that is, if they provide specific guidance to designers and are empirically testable. It is, unfortunately, typical to see information design philosophies justified by relatively vacuous appeals to intuition and asserted theory.

For example, Carroll [1] observed how Gagné and Briggs [63] was “justified” by broad appeals to behaviorist learning theory, while Gagné, Briggs, and Wagner [64] was “justified” by broad appeals to cognitive learning theory: these were successive editions of the same book, presenting the same design approach—only the foundation had changed! Readers looking for such “foundation” will have been frustrated by minimalism.

Indeed, the empirical nature of the minimalist approach has facilitated many focused empirical studies. Thus a considerable body of work replicates the results of Carroll et al. [7] with respect to minimal manuals: [6], [8], [9], [13], [58], [65]–[70]. Draper and Oatley [13] conclude their review with the statement that “minimalist instruction is a robust and reliable method for writing documentation that out performs most conventional manuals” (p. 222). A variety of empirical studies have examined specific aspects of the minimalist approach: task-orientation and error-information [8], [22], [23], [58], brevity and inferring [65], the depiction of screens to facilitate user coordination [71], and various kinds of problem-solving practice [72].

The third characteristic of presentations of minimalism that may encourage the misconception that the approach lacks foundation is the unwavering incompleteness of these presentations: No definitive set of minimalist guidelines has ever been published; no step-by-step procedure for creating minimalist documentation exists (the closest approximation to this is [2]). Developers new to minimalism frequently complain about this; their expectations have been prefigured by prior experiences with systematic approaches that have the explicit goal of reducing information design to rule-following [4], [8], [58], [69], [73]–[75]. Minimalism has always had the goal of opening up documentation design as a process, while focusing it on the objective of supporting the user’s sense-making:

What is instructional design know-how? Is it merely the ability to follow checklists? Is it merely to have a checklist? Or is it a fundamental commitment to a goal and to the process of discovery and invention that spring from having that goal? The key to minimalist instruction is not, for example, whether the designer blocks error consequences but whether the designer has made the far more fundamental commitment to discover how to support the learner’s sense-making efforts. An ironic way to put this is that our goal is to fail to get designers merely to apply our guidelines but in doing so to succeed at getting them to discover minimalism and to invent minimalist approaches far more effective than those discussed here [1, pp. 304–305].

This misconception, in any case, is a misconception. The Nurnberg Funnel cites a foundation of over 200 books and technical papers drawn from educational psychology, learning theory, cognitive science, human–computer interaction, and information design. The exposition of the basic model [1, pp. 77–90] alone contains over 80 technical citations. The theoretical foundation, as we understand it, has three main roots: John Dewey’s view [76] that the realm of the mind
includes the situations and tools that comprise problems and are used to solve them, Jean Piaget’s view [77] of the mind as transforming itself by confronting and solving new sorts of problems, and, most directly, Jerome Bruner’s view [27], [28] that students must be active in their own learning in order to become independent learners. This foundation has indeed become conceptually and empirically stronger through the course of the last decade, for example, in developments of constructivist theories of the mind [26].

At a finer level of articulation, minimalism rests on a broad foundation of specific psychological theories and results (e.g., action theory, ARCS-motivation theory, cognitive load theory, the principle of worked examples, the just-in-time principle, the redundancy effect, and the split attention effect). For example, a fair number of minimalist principles and heuristics are also presented as design suggestions in the ARCS-motivational theory of Keller [25], [44]. In addition, the task-oriented nature, the usage of real or realistic tasks, the support of coordinative actions, an experience-related deepening of skill, and a striving toward increasing independence of the user, all fit within the general framework of action theory [78], [79].

CONCEPTIONS OF MINIMALISM

Minimalism necessarily evolves with the context of information technology and information development practice. Action orientation in instruction and documentation, for example, may not yet be standard practice but is widely employed—in striking contrast to the context before the minimalism. Task orientation is also widely accepted, but more of a frontier for application, particularly in complex domains, for which it is often difficult to create meaningful tasks that are still manageable within relatively short spans of time. Support for error-handling and problem-solving is still not standard practice but has become accepted as “common sense.” Use orientation, support for the great variety of user activities and concerns, has in many cases become a team effort of graphic designers, instructional designers, technical communicators, system designers, and users themselves—directed at rich but invisible scaffolding, at helping more by imposing less.

We do not regard misconceptions of minimalism as merely mistakes. Although we have tried to investigate and articulate the minimalists approach clearly and effectively, we are aware that much remains to be done. Misconceptions about minimalism—at the very least—embody feedback for those who wish to develop and communicate the minimalists approach. They are pointers to issues that have not yet been effectively clarified and resolved. In this sense, each of the ten misconceptions (and there may well be more than ten!) can be seen as an implicit need statement for further investigation and analysis.

It is in that spirit that we have tried here to identify several of these misconceptions, to indicate why and how we believe they might have arisen, and to address them, based on our own understanding of what minimalism is and of the current state of evidence and practice. Our objective is to stimulate more convergent, more productive discussion and development of minimalism. As we have tried to emphasize and epitomize in this discussion, minimalism cannot be reduced to an operational dicum: it is a program for continuous discovery for both users and developers.

The rate and scope of change in the technology context of both users and developers presents more opportunities for discovering minimalism and more challenges for applying minimalism than ever before. We hope that readers will take these ten misconceptions about minimalism as ten directions for further research and analysis. We look forward to further lively discussion and investigation of minimalism emerging from this context.
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